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Holzmedia Tables

Clear, pristine and light

Innovative and convincing 
The Conference table_C12 with its clear design is the ideal 
solution for any meeting room and all requirements. 

It combines perfectly with Holzmedia media furniture and 
impresses with its legroom, good value and a host of 
excellent details.

Well thought out
The chrome feet with their interior leather lining offer a 
pleasant feel and a design that combines well with most 
conference or office chairs. 

Invisible cable routing, either on each foot or through a 
central cable housing, ensures a clean look – a fabric blind 
option is also available.

Cable routing along the foot, behind 
a magnetic metal blind. Or through a 
central cable housing with room for 
retractors and technology, with easy 
access.

Data connector panels, on demand, 
here frameless and flushly integrated.

Data connector panels and cable guides can be integrated 
anywhere to ensure power supply and connections for the 
devices needed. 

A truss-rod connection system between elements makes 
for high stability.

 
Chamfered edges, elegant and light.

Cable guide for the permanent 
connection of mics, phones or 
remote control panels.
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Holzmedia Tables

Various shapes and surfaces

HPL 
arctic-white

WhitePlexOak American walnutMelamine 
white

Universal
With its large selection of sizes and shapes the C12 can 
be adapted to nearly all room situations and meetings  
of 6 or more people. Standard options include 6 shapes, 
each one available in different sizes, and 5 surface  
finishes.

With the trapezoid, triangle and V-shapes the C12 offers 
special formats for videoconference rooms.

There are also numerous possibilities for customization.

Trapezium shape, especially for longish videoconference rooms · 3 sizes for 6-14 people

Round shape · 2 sizes for 6-9 people

Triangle shape, especially for square videoconference rooms · 3 sizes for 6-12 people

V-shape, specially for videoconference rooms with double display · 4 sizes for 10-16 people

Rounded boat shape · 3 sizes for 8-14 people – further sizes for 16 people or more are available

Rectangle shape · 3 sizes for 8-14 people, further sizes for 16 people or more are available



Specially designed for videoconferencing

Special shapes – logical and consistent  
During a videoconference all participants should be cap-
tured well by the camera, and all should have a good view 
of the screens. That is why we also make the C12 in a 
trapezium shape, for longish rooms – in a triangle shape, 
for square rooms and in a V-shape for arrangements with a 
double display.

These special formats ensure optimum communication in 
all meeting and conference situations. 

These models naturally include the other advantages and 
features of the C12 – especially the generous leg room for 
long meetings.

WhitePlex – for perfect presence
The elegant and at the same time robust WhitePlex surface 
noticeably improves the quality of a videoconference. 

The finely textured, matte and non-glare surface of the 
cast resin increases the amount of diffuse light in the room, 
even if the lighting conditions aren’t perfect. 

This property ensures optimum illumination of participants’ 
faces and thus reinforces their presence.

The elegant appearance of a WhitePlex table adds an 
exclusive touch to any room.

The V-shape: 
especially for 
VC systems 
with double 
display 

WhitePlex with a hefty thickness 
of 15mm and an overhang of 
50mm is positioned on a sup-
port plate – the resulting surface 
is highly functional, pleasant and 
noble.


